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 Ballad poem
(English ) 
 

 
LINK: https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/personal/127-

bmorrey_sd43_bc_ca/Documents/Ballad%20poem.docx?
d=w6a13af84fb524fb2ad7133eba3479b57&csf=1&web=1&e=YW7WNd 

  Artifact #1 Communication takes a huge part in my
Ballad poem for many particular reasons.
I have used communication to present an
article of my choice.  By doing so, I had to 

 import rythme, repition, and rhythm. Which
are the three main key parts of a ballad
poem. While my other classmates were

presenting i was an active listener, I
supported and encouraged the person

speaking. I presented my poem clearly and in
a organized  matter. This was my first time

doing a ballad poem and overall I think I did a
great job. Therefore I learnt many important

things during the process of creating my
poem.  Including, having an example of a

ballad poem from online to guide and help
with the format. following along with

highlighting the main parts of the article and
narrowing down what you want to include. 

 Most importantly, I am always pushing
myself to keep on going no matter how hard

the process may be! 



Self reflection assignment
(P.E) 
 

                
 Artifact #2 
 

LINK:

https://sd43bcca-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/personal/127-
bmorrey_sd43_bc_ca/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?
sourcedoc=%7B33A7F5F4-86F3-46CE-8B1D-

2572EE08AD34%7D&file=PHE%209%20Health%20Final%20Ref
lection.docx&wdOrigin=OFFICECOM-

WEB.START.REC&ct=1609739602117&action=default&mobiler
edirect=true

 

Personal Awareness and Responsibility comes in all different
forms. Including, self- determination, self-regulation, and well-
being. I used personal awareness and responsibility for my self

reflection in P.E. I talked about participating in activities that
support my happiness, and show how they can help me. I can

sustain a healthy and balanced lifestyle by taking care of my well-
being. By doing so, eating healthy, drinking tons of water and,

staying active.  I make smart choices and take responsibility for my
physical and emotional well- being. I included all of these topics

and skills I am developing in on my self reflection assignment. I can
use this in the future by developing my skills and sustaining a
healthy lifestyle by know what and what not to do. Overall I

learned alot of things and really enjoyed learning new fascinating
stuff as well that can help me throughout my life.    



Artifact #3  
Ceramics (mug,
ring platter,
Sketchbook
cover) 
 

LINK:
file:///Users/Brooklyn/Desktop/Screen%20Shot%202020-

12-31%20at%207.50.35%20PM.png
file:///Users/Brooklyn/Desktop/IMG_5509.jpegfile:///User
s/Brooklyn/Desktop/62931497748__F27FB0A8-F0A9-47A7-

BE6F-0D69DEF27613.jpeg

Creative thinking was used during the
process of all my creations. I made a ring
platter with a moon, stars and a sun. I did

a cover for my sketchbook in class with
flowers and bees.  Lastly, I made a mug
with waves which represents the movie

Ariel. I build on others ideas  and explore
my own that are fun for me and make me
happy. I develop a body of creative work
over time in an area i'm interested in or

passionate about. I can use creative
thinking in the future for many different

skills and reasons. Creative thinking
embraces originality and makes unique
connections between two very different

things. I believe being creative and
thinking outside of the box can really

impact future jobs as a positive.   


